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AC Grid Emulations for Advanced Testing of
Grid-Connected Converters—An Overview

Ke Ma , Senior Member, IEEE, Jiashi Wang , Xu Cai , and Frede Blaabjerg , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—High penetration of distributed generations and ac-
tive loads have enabled the power electronics converter to become
a vital component in the modern power grid system, and the broad
employment of grid-connected converters at various power levels
is making the grid impedance and characteristics complicated.
Consequently, in order to validate more advanced features such
as the reliability and stability performances of the grid-connected
converters, it is becoming an emerging need to emulate the grid
behaviors from more aspects. This article serves to foster and
investigate the state-of-the-art techniques in the field of ac grid
emulation from the perspective of multiple spatial-scales and mul-
tiple time-scales. Four major concepts used for grid emulation
with featured principles, including concept I (analog simulation
with under-scaled components), concept II (grid characteristics in
the real-time simulator), concept III (grid characteristics in the
converters structure), and concept IV (grid characteristics in the
converters controller), are summarized, respectively, in this article.
The practical implementation regarding to the circuit topology and
the power supply for the grid emulation system are also discussed.
Finally, the future trends and conclusions in the field of ac grid
emulation are provided.

Index Terms—Grid characteristics, grid-connected converters,
grid emulation, harmonic, impedance, testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ENEWABLE power generations, together with active
loads and energy storage systems which have bi-

directional power flows, have experienced tremendous develop-
ment in the last two decades. Consequently, the grid-connected
converters are becoming an essential component in the formation
of modern power grid. Fig. 1 shows a typical construction of
power electronics-intensive ac grid. In this system, sources and
loads are connected to the grid ac bus through power electronics
converters, which are capable of controlling the voltage/current
injected into/absorb from the grid system [1]–[3]. Furthermore,
when the secondary ac bus is disconnected from the primary ac
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Fig. 1. Typical construction and components of modern ac power grid.

bus, the power electronics converters need to act correspond-
ingly to ensure the proper operations of the secondary ac grid.

It can be seen that the grid-connected converters nowadays
have more important roles to serve than they had before: not only
convert the power for the generators/loads, but also participate
in the regulation and operation of the power grid. Many more
additional functions are supposed to be provided by the grid-
connected converters, such as to maintain the grid bus voltage
[4]–[6], provide power inertia [7]–[10], stabilize the grid voltage
and frequency [11], [12], compensate/absorb reactive power
[13]–[15], suppress the current/voltage harmonics [16], [17],
ride through low/high voltage during grid faults (LVRT/HVRT)
[18], [19], communicate with other grid components [20], [21],
etc. Most of these features involve important contributions from
the grid-connected converters, and thus imposing them with
more control functions as well as more control complexities.
In order to make the grid-connected converters work properly
and meet the corresponding standards, it is necessary to test the
grid-connected converters and validate multiple performances
before connecting them to the actual grid. The potential testing
items, depending on the power level and roles of the con-
verters, should include stability [22]–[24], grid codes compat-
ibility [25]–[28], and reliability [29]–[31]. All these features
call for more advanced testing approaches, in which the grid
characteristics need to be emulated more precisely from more
aspects [32].
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Basically, the power grid can be classified into ac form and
dc form. The ac grid is widely employed in the transmission,
distribution, and microgrid system, and it covers all the existing
voltage levels in the grid network. On the other hand, the dc grid
is mainly applied in the form of microgrid at low/medium voltage
level [34], [35], or power transmission at medium/high voltage
level [36], [37]. The major characteristics of ac grid are more
complicated, including the aspects of frequency, harmonics,
voltage amplitude, active/reactive power flow, and impedance.
On the other hand, the major characteristics of dc grid only
include the aspects of voltage amplitude, active power flow, and
impedance. Although the application of dc grid has shown great
potential developments in the future, the emulation of ac grid is
more challenging and emerging for most of the grid-connected
converters. As a result, only the technologies used for ac grid
emulation is in focus in this article.

It is worth to mention that the ac grid emulation is not actu-
ally a new concept, many types of testing instrument, namely,
programmable ac voltage source (PVS), have been available on
the market for longer time. In the PVS-based ac grid emulator,
various control schemes, such as resonant control or repetitive
control [38], [39], are used to generate the fundamental and low-
order harmonics of ac voltage. Besides the normal condition, the
emulations of some abnormal grid voltages are also provided,
such as voltage unbalance, voltage dip, or voltage surge [40],
[41]. Nevertheless, these PVS-based ac grid emulators mainly
focus on the emulation of steady-state voltage behaviors. The
more important characteristics of modern power grid, such as
multifrequency impedance and dynamics, high-order harmon-
ics, and spatial configurations of grid components, are ignored
in these PVS-based ac grid emulators.

In the past when the power electronics were not widely
adopted, the power grid can be simplified as an ideal voltage
source in series with a line impedance [9], [12]. However,
with the higher penetration of power electronics converters, this
assumption should be updated [42]. There are some emerging
requirements for the emulation of the modern grid as follows:

1) With the increasing complexity of connections for dis-
tributed generations (DGs) units, loads, transmission lines,
and transformers, the spatial configurations of grid com-
ponents need to be reflected in the grid emulation.

2) Various grid components which compose the power grid
have different control bandwidths depending on the power
levels and control roles. As a result, the dynamical behav-
iors of the grid under different timescales or frequency
ranges need to be emulated.

3) There have been more and more interactions among
the grid components and the control/impedance of grid-
connected converters are no longer independent, the test-
ing for the communication and interaction among multiple
converters under test (CUTs) are becoming important.

This article serves to give a comprehensive survey on the
technologies used for advanced emulation of ac grid char-
acteristics. Four concepts of emulation method, i.e., concept
I—analog simulation with underscaled components, concept
II—grid characteristics in the real-time simulator (RTS), con-
cept III—grid characteristics in the converters structure, and

concept IV—grid characteristics in the converters controller,
are categorized, respectively. The emulated grid characteris-
tics are summarized based on the timescales and the spatial
configurations of grid components. Some important factors to
benchmark the emulation performances, such as the bandwidth
of reflected grid behaviors, stability of emulator, flexibility of
spatial configurations, etc., are proposed and compared among
different concepts. In this case, the suitable testing scenarios of
each concept are discussed considering both the characteristics
of emulated grids and the characteristics of emulators. The detail
realizations of grid characteristics are explicated in each concept.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
illustrates the classification of ac grid characteristics. The major
concepts for grid emulation are described and compared in
Section III. The detailed implementations and applications of
concepts II–IV are explained in Section IV–VI, respectively. The
circuit topology and power supply used in the ac grid emulation
are discussed in Section VII. Finally, the conclusion and future
trends are presented in Section VIII.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF AC GRID CHARACTERISTICS TO

BE EMULATED

In this article, the characteristics of ac grid for emulation are
classified based on two aspects, i.e., the spatial configurations
and the timescales of the reflected characteristics—from the
perspective of grid-connected CUT.

A. Spatial Configuration

The spatial configuration of power grid is actually a complex
network to be clearly defined. In this article, the grid components
are categorized as power terminals and connections. The power
terminals include all types of individual generator/load, or net-
work of multiple generators/loads. The connections are defined
as grid components used for power delivery/transmission, such
as transformers and transmission lines. In this article, in order
to distinguish the grid components that help to establish the
grid behaviors, the power terminals emulated in grid emulators
are defined as inputs and power terminals of CUT are defined
as outputs. In this way, it is relatively easier to benchmark the
complexities of grid emulators and the spatial configuration of
the emulated grid. The number of outputs indicates the capability
of grid emulators to test the converters. The number of inputs
implies the complexity of emulated grid behaviors. In most
cases, the greater number of outputs is, the more converters
that the grid emulators can test; the greater number of inputs is,
the more complex spatial configurations that the grid emulators
can reflect. In this case, the spatial configurations of commonly
seen ac grid for emulation can be categorized into single-input–
single-output (SISO) type [54]–[58], multi-input–single-output
(MISO) type [59]–[66], and multi-input–multi-output (MIMO)
type [71]–[83].

A typical SISO-type power grid for emulation is shown in
Fig. 2(a), where a generator/converter/load is considered as
the input power terminals, and a grid-connected converter is
considered as the CUT which is connected to the output terminal
of grid emulator. If the inertia of the input power terminal is large
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Fig. 2. Spatial configuration of grid. (a) Single-input–single-output (SISO)
type grid. (b) Multi-input–single-output (MISO) type grid or multi-input–multi-
output (MIMO) type grid. CUT: converter under test.

enough, it can be simplified to an ideal ac voltage source with
fixed amplitude and frequency. The input and the output termi-
nals in the grid emulation are interconnected through a “con-
nection” part, which includes transformer and/or transmission
line, as well as their geometry topology. The transformer usually
appears between the medium-voltage distribution grid and the
CUT, such as in the applications like wind power generation
[44], [45], STATCOM, or unified power flow controller [46].
The transmission line normally appears when the scenario of
“weak grid” characteristics needs to be emulated, and the line
impedance will determine the short circuit ratio of the grid for
emulation [33], [47].

On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) summarizes the testing scenario
of typical MISO-type grid or MIMO-type grid. The multiple
power terminals and CUTs are connected through a similar
connection part, which in this case is a multiterminal circuit
network. It may be composed of multiple transformers, sections
of line impedances, and relays. The major difference between
the MISO-type grid and the MIMO-type grid lies in the number
of output terminals of grid emulators.

The types of emulated grid under certain spatial configuration
are suitable for different testing scenarios of grid-connected
converters. For example, the testing scenario of the SISO-type
grid normally involves the single CUT applications with weak
grid [9], [12], or the ideal grid [14]–[16]. On the other hand, the
microgrid [4], [21], [28] and HVdc system [36], [37] are nor-
mally configured as the testing scenarios of MISO-/MIMO-type
grid.

B. Timescales of Reflected Characteristics

The components in power grid may involve multiple band-
widths of dynamics which appear on different timescales de-
pending on their spatial configuration. In this case, the emulated
grid can be classified based on the dominant characteristics
under certain timescales or frequency ranges. Some examples
of grid emulations for characteristics under different timescales
are provided as follows.

1) Power inertia in the emulated grid is typically provided
by the synchronous generators, and can also be provided
by grid-connected converters nowadays. Since the inertia
of individual synchronous generator is usually larger than
100 kg·m2, the bandwidth of dynamics related to the power
inertia being emulated is usually below the fundamental
frequency (ffd).

2) Zero-sequence and negative-sequence voltage/current
typically appear in the emulation of faulty or unbalanced
grid condition. In this case, the fundamental and low-order
harmonics of voltage/current are the main focus to be
emulated with dynamics above ffd.

3) Positive-sequence harmonics normally appear in multiple
frequency ranges because of different generation mecha-
nisms. The low-order harmonics, with frequencies below
several hundreds of Hertz, are mainly excited by the
nonlinear loads or the deadtime in the grid-connected con-
verters. The medium-/ high-order harmonics are mainly
caused by the switching of power semiconductor devices,
with frequency ranges between several kilo Hertz to hun-
dreds of kilo Hertz.

4) Impedance characteristics of power grid involve all fre-
quency ranges, and they are determined by multiple fac-
tors. The passive components, such as transmission lines
and filters, will determine the grid impedance under all
frequency ranges. Besides, as the broad integration of
power electronics, the complex control behaviors intro-
duced by these power electronics converters, start to have
nonnegligible impacts to the grid impedance under various
frequency ranges. Generally, the control behaviors with
relatively low control bandwidth, such as the phase locked
loop, virtual synchronous generator (VSG) control, and
droop control, have impacts to the grid impedance in low
frequency band. On the other hand, the control behaviors
with higher control bandwidth, such as the voltage con-
trol and current control, mainly have impacts to the grid
impedance in high frequency band.

5) Since the impedance is reshaped in the modern power grid
by the power electronics converters, the characteristics of
resonance may be altered, which need to be accurately
emulated under multiple frequency ranges in order to val-
idate the stability of the interactions between the emulated
grid and the grid-connected converters.

III. CONCEPTS FOR AC GRID EMULATION

The state-of-the-art approaches to achieve grid emulation
involve four major concepts. For the sake of easier demonstra-
tion, a basic MISO-type grid for emulation is configured and
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Fig. 3. Grid emulation based on three different concepts. (a) Emulated grid.
(b) Grid emulator based on concept I. (c) Grid emulator based on concept II.
(d) Grid emulator based on concept III. (e) Grid emulator based on concept IV.
CUT: converter under test, PA: power amplifier.

shown in Fig. 3(a), which involves the most commonly seen
grid components including an equivalent source, a passive load,
and a section of line impedance.

In concept I, all of the components in the emulated grid
are replaced with underscaled physical components, this is a
common approach known as “analog simulation” in the power
system analysis. The corresponding realization of grid scenario

[Fig. 3(a)] by this approach is shown in Fig. 3(b). In this concept,
the dynamic performances of the grid components are well
retained with the mirrored spatial configuration of the targeting
grid for emulation.

The concept II is also known as power hardware-in-the-loop
(PHIL) from the perspective of real-time simulation. The re-
alization of grid scenario in Fig. 3(a) based on concept II is
shown in Fig. 3(c). In this concept, the characteristics of the
grid components as well as their spatial configuration are imple-
mented/reflected as simulation models in the RTS. The power
amplifier, which tracks the reference voltage/current generated
by RTS, is introduced to interface the CUT, and the behaviors
of CUT need to be sampled by sensors and then the signals
are feedback into the RTS to update the simulation model. The
types of reference signals generated by the RTS for amplifier
and the types of electrical signals sampled by sensors from
CUT are chosen based on the adopted interface algorithm.
The interface algorithms can be grouped into voltage-type and
current-type. When the voltage-type algorithm is adopted, the
RTS generates voltage references for amplifier and the sensors
are used to sample the current in DUT. On the contrary, when
the current type algorithm is adopted, the RTS generates current
reference for the amplifier and the sensors sample the voltage in
DUT.

The grid emulation scenario of Fig. 3(a) based on the concept
III is shown in Fig. 3(d). Because of the flexible control dynamics
and circuit configurations, the power electronics converters are
used to emulate the electrical characteristics of grid components
including generation units, loads, and line impedances. In this
case, the spatial structure of the emulated grid is reflected by sub-
stituting each grid component or connection with the emulating
converter employing different control functions.

The grid emulation scenario of Fig. 3(a) based on concept
IV is shown in Fig. 3(e). In this concept, only the terminal
characteristics of the grid seen by the CUTs are focused, and
the terminal behaviors are emulated by the output behaviors
of single or multiple emulating converters with corresponding
control functions. In the case of multiple emulating converters,
converters with different power level and control bandwidths
may be designed to emulate the grid characteristics under differ-
ent timescales. Due to the limits of flexibility to reflect the spatial
configuration of grid components, a “terminal conversion” stage,
which is composed of certain connections of transformers, cou-
pling inductances, and/or transmission lines, may be needed in
this concept to create the required testing scenarios of emulated
grid.

The major differences among the four concepts for grid emu-
lation include the bandwidth of reflected grid behaviors, stability
issues, flexibility of spatial configurations, power level, cost per
kilo Watt, testing efficiency, suitable testing scenarios etc., which
will be discussed as follows.

A. Bandwidth of Reflected Grid Behaviors

The characteristics of CUTs typically lie under different fre-
quency ranges. Hence, the bandwidth of reflected grid behaviors
is a very important feature of grid emulators.
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The concept I is actually an underscaled grid system with the
similar behaviors but lower power, and there are no additional
controllers or simulators affecting the dynamic characteristics of
grid emulators. The bandwidth of reflected behaviors in concept
I is determined by the underscaled physical components and the
corresponding controllers. The dynamic characteristics of emu-
lated grid and those of concept I can be seen as high consistency
if accurate design of control for grid components is presented.
In [49] and [50], the weak grids behaviors are emulated through
voltage sources and inductance. The bandwidth of reflected grid
behaviors in such cases can be seen as the same of the target grid
for emulation.

The bandwidth of reflected behaviors in concept II is re-
strained by the time step in RTS system, as well as the control
bandwidth of power amplifiers. In order to achieve the maximum
bandwidth of concept II, the time step of RTS is normally
configured to be small. As illustrated in [70], the time step of
RTS is usually around dozens of µs [63], [72] or even a dozen ns
[122]. Generally speaking, the time step configured in the RTS
system is much smaller than the timescales of control dynamics
in the existing power amplifiers. As a result, the bandwidth of
power amplifier will determine the bandwidth of the reflected
grid characteristics in the concept II.

The power amplifiers for grid emulation typically include
the linear power amplifier (LPA) and the switched mode power
amplifier (SMPA). The bandwidth of LPA is relatively high and
is up to 50 kHz in [70]. The concept II (adopting LPA) reflects
lower bandwidth of grid behaviors than concept I, but higher
bandwidth than the other concepts.

On the other hand, the bandwidth of reflected behaviors in
concepts II (adopting SMPA), III, and IV mainly depends on the
bandwidth of emulating converters. Due to more emulating con-
verters used in concept III, the widely used two-level converter
topology is commonly adopted considering the space and cost.
In this case, the bandwidth of emulating converters is limited and
is usually between hundreds of Hertz and several kilo Hertz.

There are two commonly used approaches to raise the
bandwidth of emulating converters in concept IV and SMPA
in concept II. The first approach is adding additional high-
switching-frequency circuits. In [76], two converters with differ-
ent switching frequency are connected to achieve higher control
bandwidth. The converter with higher switching frequency is
composed of MOSFETs or SiC devices and the switching fre-
quency can be extended above 50 kHz. The second approach is
adopting topologies with higher equivalent switching frequency.
For example, the power amplifier in [62] adopts six interleaved
and paralleled half-bridge converters, the equivalent switching
frequency is 125 kHz and the bandwidth is 5 kHz. In this case,
concept IV is able to reflect higher bandwidth of grid behaviors
compared to concept III.

B. Stability Issues in Grid Emulator

The stability of grid emulator itself is a very important topic,
especially when considering the interaction between grid em-
ulators and the CUTs. Apart from the stability of the grid for
emulation, the stability of grid emulator is mainly determined

by two factors: 1) the additional delays which are nonexistent in
the emulated grid, and 2) the dynamic characteristics of power
amplifiers or emulating converters in the emulator. It is noted
that the delays discussed in the following parts of this article
only refer to the additional delays caused by realization of grid
emulation, and the delays inherently exist in the grid components
for emulation are not considered.

Since there are no additional transmission delays or con-
trollers/simulators used for grid emulation in concept I, the
stability of such grid emulators only depends on the stability
of the components and controls in the emulated grid.

The additional delays introduced in concept II may cause
stability issues. There are four possible types of delay in concept
II, i.e., the input transmission delay between RTS and sensors,
the output transmission delay between RTS and power ampli-
fiers, the computation delay caused by digital controllers, and
the modulation delay caused by PWM modulation, if SMPA
is employed. Without considering the dynamic characteristics
of power amplifiers, the input transmission delay and output
transmission delay may have stability issues which are related
to the equivalent impedance of emulated grid and equivalent
impedance of CUTs. The stable conditions are different while
different interface algorithms are adopted, the details of such
stable conditions are illustrated in [70]. In order to improve the
stability of concept II, some improved interface algorithms are
proposed [63], [106].

The dynamic characteristics of power amplifiers and emulat-
ing converters are influenced by many factors, such as computa-
tion delays, modulation delays, voltage/current controllers, and
passive filters. Those factors make the dynamic characteristics
nonideal and cause the interactions among power amplifiers
and emulating converters. Such interactions may cause stability
issues. The dynamic characteristics of power amplifiers and
emulating converters can be depicted with state-space models
or impedance models. The state-space models represent all the
variables in systems and derive detailed models in time domain,
the stability can be evaluated through the eigenvalue analysis,
but the models are complicated to calculate and the calculation
of stability evaluation is complex. The dynamic characteristics
are represented in frequency domain with the impedance models
and the stability can be analyzed by the electric circuit theory.
The corresponding calculation of stability evaluation is easier.
The details about modeling and stability analysis of converters
are illustrated in [24].

C. Flexibility of Spatial Configuration of the Emulated Grid

Considering all of the components in the emulated grid need
corresponding underscaled physical replacements in concept I,
the change of grid behaviors normally involves the modification
of hardware. Such disadvantage limits the typical orders of
magnitude on components (OMC) in concept I and makes it
become expensive and difficult to vary and expend the spatial
configuration of the grid for emulation. A dynamic simulation
system with two generators is proposed for the test of resonance
fault current limiter in [51]. In [52], a power system simulator
composed of four generators and loads are proposed for the test
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of static reactive power compensator. In these cases, the OMC
is around 10 which is hard to be increased.

The models of the emulated grids are built and real-time
simulated in the RTS system when concept II is adopted, thereby
it is relatively easy to reflect various spatial configurations of grid
components in the emulated grid. Considering the computing
power of RTS, the typical OMC in concept II can be up to 100. In
[61], some cases of simple power system, such as two paralleled
synchronous generators, a transformer with on load tap charger,
and low voltage distribution network, are emulated in RTS. The
“Benchmark System for Network Integration of Renewable and
Distributed Energy Resources” is emulated through concept II
in [65]. In [67], the IEEE 123 and 8500 nodes test system are
emulated in the proposed off-the-shelf non-PHIL software tools.
In this case, the flexibility of grid reconfiguration in concept II
is much higher.

With respect to the concept III, the number of emulating
converters is mirrored to the number of grid components in
the emulated grid. As a result, the spatial configuration of grid
components is also difficult and expensive to be expanded.
Considering the limitations of cost and space, the OMC of
concept III is normally restrained to 10. In [96], a grid emulator is
built with four generator emulators, two load emulators, and one
long-distance transmission line emulator to emulate a two-area
power system. An underscaled four-terminal HVdc system is
emulated through four two-level converters in [97]. It is seen
that the reflected spatial configurations in concept III represent
slightly higher flexibility compared with concept I, but lower
flexibility compared with concepts II and IV.

With respect to the concept IV, the model of emulated grid
is real-time simulated in the controller of emulating converters,
which means concept IV presents higher flexibility of spatial
configuration than concepts I and IV. Due to the limits of
the computing power for digital controller, the typical OMC
emulated in concept IV is about 10. A modified IEEE 13 buses
system is emulated through a three-phase four-leg converter in
[98]. The spatial configuration of grid components is not so
flexible to be reflected in concept IV compared with concept II.

D. Power Level, Testing Efficiency, and Cost

The capability of testing power for CUTs in concept I is the
lowest among the four concepts considering the limitation of
underscaled physical components. The reported power level at
the output port of grid emulator is 700 V·A in [52] and 2.5 kV·A
in [53].

Considering the relatively lower conversion efficiency of LPA,
the power level of concept II (adopting LPA) is typically low
and is reported at 1.2 kV·A in [75]. Generally, the testing power
of concept II (adopting LPA) is lower than those of concepts
II (adopting SMPA), III, and IV. The topologies of emulating
converters in concept II usually adopt simple topologies, such
as two-level converter [94], [97]. However, the topologies of
concepts III and IV (adopting SMPA) can adopt multilevel
converter, such as modular multiphase multilevel converter [56]
and NPC [115], with less constraint of space about converters.

The power level of concept II (adopting SMPA) is reported at
200 kV·A in [62] and 7 mil V·A in [115]. The power level of
concept IV is achieved at 1 mil V·A in [93].

The overall efficiency of concept I depends on the passive
elements in the grid emulators, and the overall testing efficiency
of concepts II (adopting SMPA), III, and IV is determined by
the number, topology, and switching frequency of the emulating
converters in the grid emulator. Thus, it is hard to compare the
testing efficiency of the four concepts. But generally speaking,
the testing efficiency of concept I and concept II (adopting LPA)
are the lowest on the similar emulation capability due to the
large number of passive elements in concept I and the low testing
efficiency of LPA [107].

With respect to the cost, the system based on concept I is
much expensive owing to expensive physical elements, such as
generators and transformers. And such physical elements are
more expensive than converters in most cases. Therefore, the
cost of per Watt in concept I is higher than that in concept III and
concept IV. The concept II is normally more expensive than the
other concepts because of the RTS, therefore it is only suitable
to be used in the emulation scenario of complex grid network
with lots of grid components. And the concept II (adopting LPA)
is usually more expensive than concept II (adopting SMPA) at
the similar capability because of the higher cost for LPA. The
cost of concept III depends on the spatial configuration of the
emulated grid. With the increasing number of grid components
to be emulated, the cost of concept III will increase. The number
of converters in grid emulators determines the cost of concept
IV. Considering the usual number of converters is 1 [79], [80]
or 2 [89], the cost of concept IV is usually lower than other
concepts.

E. Suitable Testing Scenarios

The concept I is usually applied for dynamic simulation and
analysis of power system. Some typical control functions, such
as fault location method [48], fault current limiter [51], reactive
power compensation [52], are tested through concept I. Owing
to emulation of broad and realistic frequency ranges of grid
behaviors, concept I is suitable for the stability test of grid-
connected converters. In [49] and [50], the weak grid composed
of ideal voltage sources and inductance is emulated with physical
components to test the converter stability. However, due to the
limited flexibility to reconfigure the grid for emulation, the
testing functions in microgrid and system with complex control
methods are rarely reported through concept I.

Considering the highest flexibility of spatial configuration,
the concept II is more suitable to emulate the power grid with
complex spatial configurations. Thus, the more complex control
functions of grid-connected converters can be tested in concept
II. The islanding detection is tested in [72] and switch from
grid-connected to off-grid of microgrid is tested in [61]. Al-
though the bandwidth of reflected behaviors is relatively high in
concept II, the concept II is barely used for stability test due to the
stability issues caused by the input transmission delay and output
transmission delay by employing RTS. The inherent stability
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issues related to the interface algorithms make it difficult to
reproduce the instability phenomenon.

Because the interactions among different converters are rel-
atively easy to be achieved in concept III, the concept III is
very suitable to reflect the characteristics in MISO-type grid or
MIMO-type grid. The cooperation among different converters,
such as cooperation control, communication, and protection, are
easy to be test in concept III. The communication and different
control schemes of HVdc are tested in [97]. Nevertheless, the
spatial-scales and timescales of the emulated grid are strictly
limited by the control bandwidth of the emulating converters,
thus the stability tests and complex control function in microgrid
are hard to be conducted by concept III.

Considering the higher bandwidth and the fewer types of addi-
tional delays, the concept IV is able to reflect the grid character-
istics within wider frequency ranges. This feature makes concept
IV a suitable approach for stability test of grid-connected con-
verters. On the other hand, the flexibility of spatial configuration
is easy to achieve within the limited OMC, and the control
function in small-scaled microgrid is easy to be tested. The
operation in a modified IEEE 13 bus system is tested in [98].

F. Comparison and Categorization of Different Concepts

The comparisons of abovementioned capabilities among the
three concepts for grid emulation are summarized in Table I.

There are no additional components and controllers/
simulators in concept I, the emulated dynamic characteristics
under different timescales are reflected in same way. Hence, the
concept I cannot be categorized based on the timescales and
the categorization of concept I is not illustrated in Fig. 5. The
approaches of other three concepts for grid emulation can be
categorized from the perspective of multiple spatial-scales and
multiple timescales. The categories based on spatial-scales of
the three concepts are the same, i.e., all the three approaches can
be classified into SISO-type, MISO-type, and MIMO-type.

On the other hand, the timescales-based categories of the three
concepts are not completely the same and will be discussed
as follows: Based on the implementations of control system in
different concepts, the timescales are divided into control refer-
ence level, controller level, modulation level, and circuit level.
Considering the relatively high control bandwidth of emulating
converters or power amplifiers introduced in the emulators,
the grid characteristics under fundamental frequency (ffd), i.e.,
under control reference level, can be emulated through adjusting
the control references of voltage/current control loop. The grid
characteristics between ffd and the bandwidth of voltage/current
controller in the emulators can be emulated through designing
the used controller, and these frequency ranges of emulation
are named as controller level. The emulation is realized by
modifying the modulation signals in modulation level, whose
frequency ranges lie between the bandwidth of voltage/current
controller and the switching frequency of the converter.

Additional high-bandwidth converter with higher switching
frequency but lower power level is needed in circuit level,

which is responsible for emulating the grid characteristics above
switching frequency.

Based on the classifications of ac grid characteristics under
different timescales and spatial-scales, the relevant literatures
on different concepts for grid emulation can be categorized, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. In the following, the detail implementations
and features for the three concepts of grid emulation, will be
reviewed and discussed.

IV. AC GRID EMULATION BASED ON CONCEPT II

In this concept, the RTS and the CUT are connected through
a power interface. The control of the power interface is chosen
based on the adopted interface algorithm. There are three com-
mon kinds of interface algorithms reported in both voltage-type
algorithm and current-type algorithm, i.e., ideal transformer
model (ITM), partial circuit duplication (PCD) and damping
impedance method (DIM). The comparisons among the three
interface algorithms are illustrated in [70], [106]. The interface
algorithm will determine the control methods for power am-
plifiers in the power interface. Taking the voltage-type ITM as
an example, the configuration of concept II is demonstrated in
Fig. 5(a), where the RTS sends voltage references to the power
amplifier. And the power amplifier adopts a current controller
when the interface algorithm is current-type. The corresponding
configuration is shown in Fig. 5(b).

There are three types of power amplifiers reported in the field
of grid emulation, i.e., SMPA [56], [63], generator-type amplifier
[59], and LPA [72]. The bandwidth of LPA and SMPA are up
to dozens of kilo Hertz, while the bandwidth of generator-type
power amplifier is much lower because of the larger inertia in
the used generator. The power level of generator-type power
amplifier is less than that of SMPA because of the constraint of
testing space. In this case, the generator-type power amplifier has
limited advantages over bandwidth and power level compared
with LPA and SMPA, as a result, LPA and SMPA are usually
adopted in concept II. The concept II (adopting generator-type
power amplifier), therefore, is not detailed in this article. The
details of LPA and SMPA are illustrated in Section VII.

When different types of power amplifiers are adopted, the cor-
responding control methods are employed. The typical single-
phase implementation for LPA-based grid emulator is shown in
Fig. 6, and the three-phase implementation is similar except for
the number of phases. The LPA receives the voltage reference
(v∗) from RTS, and the voltage controller generates the drive
signal (e) for the amplifier. Thanks to the fast response time to
the control references, the linear amplifier can employ analog
circuit-based controller to further enhance the control dynamics
without time delays. On the other hand, the digital controller is
easier and more robust to be realized, but there are multiple time
delays in the digital control loops [106], [107].

The LPA has much lower efficiency and higher power loss
during power conversion; as a result, the power level and testing
efficiency for the grid emulation are seriously limited with the
high cost per Watt. The configuration of SMPA-based concept
II and LPA-based concept II are similar. The differences lie in
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT CONCEPTS FOR GRID EMULATION

LPA: Linear power amplifiers; SMPA: switching-mode power amplifier; RTS: real-time simulator.
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Fig. 4. Classification of recent research on grid emulation based on spatial configuration and frequency ranges. SISO: single-input-single-output, MISO:
multiple-input–single-output, MIMO: multiple-input–multiple-output, NF: not found.

Fig. 5. Grid emulation based on concept II. (a) Adopting voltage-control
algorithm. (b) Adopting current-control algorithm. RTS: real-time simulator,
CUT: converter under test.

the control methods and the control bandwidth. More complex
control methods, like repetitive controller (RC) [40], and linear
quadratic optimal regulator [123], can be adopted in SMPA.

Fig. 6. Power amplifier based on linear power amplifier. PS: power supply,
VC: voltage controller, RTS: real-time simulator, CUT: converter under test.

V. AC GRID EMULATION BASED ON CONCEPT III

In this concept, the components in the emulated grid are
replaced by power electronics converters with different control
functions and circuits. Typically, the power terminals are re-
placed by dc/ac converters and the connections are replaced by
two back-to-back connected dc/ac converters. The power termi-
nals in the emulated grid can be classified into the voltage source
and the current source. The voltage sources normally refer to
the grid components which participate in the forming of the grid
bus voltage, including generators and DGs which participate in
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Fig. 7. Control method of power terminal emulator. (a) Typical-source emula-
tion. (b) Typical load emulation. PS: power supply, VC: voltage controller, CC:
current controller, MSG: model of synchronous generator, UCS: upper control
system, ML: model of load.

the grid manipulation. The behaviors of these sources can be
emulated by using the voltage-controlled converter as shown in
Fig. 7(a), the model of synchronous generator or upper control
system generates the fundamental voltage references and then
sends them to the voltage controller [78], [97]. On the other
hand, the current sources in the emulated grid mainly refer to
the loads, DGs without grid-forming functions, ESS, STACOM,
and APF. The behaviors of these current sources can be emulated
by using a current-controlled converter as shown in Fig. 7(b),
the model of load generates the required current references and
then sends them to the current controller [94].

The back-to-back converters used for the emulation of grid
connections are shown in Fig. 8. The control loops of two
converters are similar with same model of lines or transformers
except for the additional dc voltage controller in one of the
converters. The dc bus controller generates another current
reference igdref2, and the current reference in d-axis igdref is
the sum of igdref1 and igdref2. The controllers under different
frequency ranges will be illustrated in Section VI.

VI. AC GRID EMULATION BASED ON CONCEPT IV

In the concept of grid emulation based on concept IV, the em-
ulation of grid is achieved though the models built in controllers
of emulating converters. The emulation characteristics under
different frequency ranges involve different control methods and
different bandwidths. The characteristics of grid for emulation
under different timescales are achieved by different levels of
control in the emulating converters, i.e., control reference level,
controller level, modulation level, and circuit level.

Fig. 8. Typical control method of connection emulator with dc voltage con-
trol. VC: voltage controller, CC: current controller, MLT: model of line or
transformer.

Fig. 9. Steady-state emulation at the control reference level. PS: power supply,
VC: voltage controller, CUT: converter under test.

A. Emulation Under Control Reference Level

The control structure and power stage used for emulation of
steady-state grid behaviors below fundamental frequency are
illustrated in Fig. 9. The power stage in this case is composed of n
emulating modules, a terminal conversion part, and m CUTs. An
emulating module indicates a single-phase emulating converter,
including power semiconductors and filters. The “terminal con-
version” part transfers the output of n emulating modules into an
m-line system, which can match with the required line conditions
of CUTs.

The voltage controller VC(f), shown in Fig. 9, is able to
track the voltage reference v∗(first) at fundamental frequency.
Such voltage reference values are coming from the given grid
specifications or behaviors, which are not affected by the CUTs.
This reference values can also include harmonics and the cor-
responding control configurations are illustrated in the latter
sections. Those designs are consistent with most of the grid
integration applications and will ensure simplicity and stability
during the test. The control loop can adopt double-loop voltage
control method or other advanced control strategies, for exam-
ple, repetitive control [38], [39].
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Fig. 10. Emulation of inertia. PS: power supply, VC: voltage controller, PC:
power calculation, CUT: converter under test.

Fig. 11. Fault emulation. PS: power supply, VC: voltage controller, CUT:
converter under test.

The models of synchronous generators are very complex
because of the complex magnetic circuit model, to simplify
the analysis, only the inertia reflected by swing equation is
considered here. The emulation of power inertia in the concept
IV can be achieved by adopting the VSG control mode in
the emulating converters. The configuration of VSG for grid
emulation is shown in Fig. 10, which is achieved in the torque
equation programed in the controller. Since the time constant
of emulated inertia is much larger than the time constant of
voltage control loop, the voltage control loop can be considered
as an ideal transparent link in this case. The modeling and
parameters design of VSG have been described in [85] without
considering the dynamical characteristics of the voltage control
loop. The work in [81] illustrates the power response capability
between droop control and VSG control when assuming the
output voltage is able to track the given voltage reference from
torque equations ideally.

The configuration of grid fault emulation based on concept
IV is illustrated in Fig. 11. When the number of m is 3 or 4, the
CUT is three-phase-three-line system or three-phase-four-line
system, and the corresponding emulated grid is three-phase
grid. The faults in such three-phase grid include asymmetric
faults and symmetric faults. The grid voltage under asymmet-
ric fault contains components under different sequence. As a

Fig. 12. Virtual impedance at the control reference level. (a) Configuration
of virtual impedance. (b) Equivalent circuit of virtual impedance. PS: power
supply, VC: voltage controller, CUT: converter under test.

result, v∗ may include positive-sequence voltage reference
v∗(+), negative-sequence voltage reference v∗(−), and zero-
sequence voltage reference v∗(0) [41], [88].

The configuration of virtual impedance at the control refer-
ence level is shown in Fig. 12(a). The voltage reference with
virtual impedance (v∗) is

v∗ = vcref − igZvir. (1)

Assuming the output voltage vc can track the given reference
v∗ ideally without gain distortion, the v∗ in (3) is replaced by vc,
and the new equation is

vc = vcref − igZvir. (2)

The equivalent circuit of (3) is shown in Fig. 12(b), the
virtual impedance Zvir is series connected to vcref. The virtual
impedance at the control reference level is usually used for ad-
justing reactive power sharing among different droop-controlled
converters since the reactive power sharing is affected by the
output impedance of converters at the fundamental frequency
[90]. An adjustable virtual impedance is proposed in [110] to
adjust the dynamic characteristics of power control loop.

B. Emulation Under Controller Level

Fig. 13 shows the configuration of steady-state emulation of
grid characteristics at the controller level. The voltage reference
v∗ includes the fundamental reference v∗(first) and low-order
harmonics reference, namely the lth order reference v∗(lth)
whose frequency ranges are usually around hundreds of Hertz.
The voltage controller, VC(l), is able to achieve error-free
tracking of fundamental and low-order harmonic references.
Proportional multiresonant controller or RC [38], [39] are nor-
mally adopted as the used VC(l).
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Fig. 13. Steady-state emulation at the controller level. PS: power supply, VC:
voltage controller, CUT: converter under test.

Fig. 14. Virtual impedance at the controller level. (a) Configuration of virtual
impedance. (b) Equivalent circuit of virtual impedance. PS: power supply, VC:
voltage controller, CUT: converter under test.

The impedance emulation under controller level is shown
in Fig. 14(a). In the case of emulating the grid impedance in
controller level, the dynamic behaviors of the voltage control
loop in emulating converters need to be considered. The model
of the voltage-controlled converter is represented as

vc = Gvcv
∗ − Zoutig (3)

where Gvc is the closed-loop transfer function of voltage loop
and Zout is the output impedance of converter.

By combining (2) and (4), the model of emulating converters
with virtual impedance at the controller level is represented as

vc = Gvcvcref −GvcZvirig − Zoutig. (4)

The equivalent circuit for the grid emulation is shown in
Fig. 14(b), and the equivalent virtual impedance is GvcZvir. The

Fig. 15. Steady-state emulation at the modulation level. (a) Indirect voltage
control based on current control. (b) Indirect voltage control based on modula-
tion. PS: power supply, CC: current controller, CUT: converter under test.

virtual impedance proposed in [90], [95] is designed to suppress
the low-order harmonics.

C. Emulation Under Modulation Level

Fig. 15 shows the configuration in the emulation of steady-
state grid characteristics at the modulation level. Because the
frequency range of emulated harmonics, i.e., v∗(mth), is usu-
ally around several kilo Hertz, and may be over the control
bandwidth of the voltage control loop in emulating converter,
the closed-loop voltage control method in this case probably is
unable to track given control reference. Indirect voltage control
method, therefore, is adopted to track the medium-order har-
monic voltage references. Since the bandwidth of current control
loop or Nyquist frequency of the modulation is larger than the
bandwidth of voltage control loop, the voltage control reference
is first transformed into the current control reference (i∗) or the
modulation signal (e) according to the vector relationship among
voltage, current, and modulation signals. The configurations of
the grid emulation are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively.
Indirect voltage control of LC converter is shown in [103] and
the grid-side current of LCL converter is regulated by controlling
the capacitive voltage in [105].

The virtual impedance emulation achieved in the modulation
level of emulating converter is shown in Fig. 16(a). In this case,
the virtual impedance is achieved by adjusting the modulation
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Fig. 16. Virtual impedance at the modulation level. (a) Configuration of
virtual impedance. (b) Control circuit of system. (c) Equivalent circuit of virtual
impedance. PS: power supply, VC: voltage controller, CUT: converter under
test.

signals. The output impedance of the converter is determined
by the control method and the parameters of filters. Since the
virtual impedance is placed between the filter and the semi-
conductors, the virtual impedance is considered as a part of
the filter. The equivalent circuit of the converter without virtual
impedance is shown in Fig. 16(b). Gc is the transfer function of
voltage controller, Gx1 indicates the transfer function between
output voltage and modulation signal, −Gx1·Gx2 is equal to the
impedance of the filter (Zfilter). The output impedance Zout is

Zout = − ig
vc

= −Gx1 · Gx2

1 +Gx2Gc
= −Gx1 · 1

1/Gx2 +Gc

= −Gx1Gx2
1

Gc

Gc/Gx2

1/Gx2 +Gc
. (5)

The Zout can be considered as two parallel impedances, one
equals to Zfilter, and the other equals to −Gx1/Gc. Thus, the
virtual impedance is placed in series with Z−. Defining Gx1/Gc

asZcontrol, then the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 16(c). The
virtual impedance achieved by adjusting the modulation signals
is proposed in [100]–[102] to adjust the harmonics of the output
voltage and current.

D. Emulation Under Circuit Level

According to the Shannon sampling theorem, the digital
control method is incapable of controlling the variables whose

Fig. 17. Steady-state emulation at the circuit level. PS: power supply, VC:
voltage controller, CUT: converter under test, LFCL: low-frequency control
loop, HFCL: high-frequency control loop.

frequency range is beyond the Nyquist frequency. In order to
track the high-frequency harmonics in voltage control reference,
v∗(nth) (whose frequency is usually around several or dozens of
kilo Hertz), another independent control method with higher
sampling frequency and higher control bandwidth is adopted.
The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 17 and there
are two independent control loops. The low-frequency control
loop (LFCL), including the voltage controller VC(l) and the
modulator PWMl, is introduced to control the fundamental and
low-order given voltage references. The high-frequency control
loop (HFCL) is composed of voltage controller VC(h) and
modulator PWMh and is responsible for tracking the high-order
voltage references. Considering the aliasing caused by multi-
sampling, the switching frequency needs to be even higher,
which means the switching frequency of PWMh is usually higher
than that of PWMl. The modulation signals, i.e., ml and mh

are sent into different emulating modules. Two converters with
different sampling frequencies are connected in parallel [91] to
track the high-frequency harmonics in the grid voltage.

The configuration of virtual impedance in the grid emulation
under the circuit level is shown in Fig. 18(a), in this case, a
current control loop with higher control bandwidth and higher
sampling frequency is added. Assuming the emulating modules
controlled by two independent control loops are connected in
series, the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 18(b). On the
contrary, the equivalent circuit connected in parallel is shown in
Fig. 18(c). A parallel-connected virtual impedance is proposed
in [11], [12] to improve the stability of the emulating system.

VII. CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION AND POWER SUPPLY

A. Circuit Configuration of Concepts III and IV, and Power
Amplifier in Concept II

The circuit configurations of concepts IV, III, and II are
classified by three different aspects, i.e., the number of phases,
type of circuit, and emulating modules.
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Fig. 18. Virtual impedance at the circuit level. (a) Configuration of virtual
impedance. (b) Equivalent circuit with series connection. (c) Equivalent circuit
with parallel connection. PS: Power supply, VC: voltage controller, CC: cur-
rent controller; CUT: converter under test, LFCL: low-frequency control loop,
HFCL: high-frequency control loop.

Based on the number of phases, the circuit configurations are
classified into single-phase and multiphase. The main difference
of these two kinds of systems is the flexibility to archive the re-
quired harmonic components for emulation. In the single-phase
systems, it is relatively easy to generate the required orders of
harmonics, while there are some limitations for the possible
harmonic components in multiphase systems due to the lack
of zero-sequence and certain orders of harmonics. In this case,
in order to emulate the arbitrary voltage/current behaviors, some
special circuits, such as three-phase four-leg converter [98], or
three-phase full-bridge converter, are adopted for easier grid
emulation.

The circuit configurations can be classified into linear-type
circuits, switching-type circuits, and hybrid circuits. The linear-
type circuits are based on linear amplifiers using BJT and MOS-
FET [113], [114]. Unlike the power semiconductors operated
in switching mode, the semiconductors in linear type circuits
work in amplified mode. The commonly seen linear-type circuits

include class-A power amplifier, class-B power amplifier, and
class-AB power amplifier [116].

The switching-type circuits are mainly based on dc–ac power
electronics converters. The topologies of dc–ac converters are
chosen based on the power scale and frequency range of the grid
behaviors to emulate. Modular multiphase multilevel converter
is adopted in the solution of [56], and four paralleled NPC
converters are selected in [115]. In order to control the voltage
or current under different frequency ranges, several converters
which are connected in series or in parallel with different switch-
ing frequencies/power levels are adopted in [10], [11], [76].

In addition to the switching-type circuits and linear-type
circuits, there are hybrid circuits reported in the field of grid em-
ulation [107], [114]–[116]. In this solution, the switching-type
converter generates or absorbs most of the power required by
CUTs, and the linear-type converter is responsible of reshaping
the output voltage waveforms of the emulator [107]. Based on
connections of switching-type converter and linear-type con-
verter, the hybrid circuits for grid emulation can be classified into
three kinds, i.e., envelope configuration, series configuration,
and parallel configuration [107].

The linear-type circuit is capable of amplifying the input
signals with little distortion and high bandwidth. However,
working in the amplified area leads to larger power loss and
lower conversion efficiency in the circuits. The low efficiency
constrains the power scale of linear-type circuit. The switching-
type type circuit has higher conversion efficiency because the
semiconductors work in switching mode. But working in switch-
ing mode introduces the voltage/current ripples at the switching
frequency, and the output waveform is distorted. In order to filter
the switching harmonics, passive filters have to be employed in
switching-type circuits, and the passive filters limit the control
bandwidth of switching-type circuits and increase the cost.

The circuit configuration can be classified into centralized-
control system and distributed-control system. All the emulat-
ing modules are controlled by the same control loop in the
centralized-control system, while there are multiple control
loops for each emulating module introduced in the distributed-
control system. The emulating module can be in the form of
linear-mode power amplifiers or switch-mode power electron-
ics converters, and all the emulating modules are connected
through a “terminal conversion” part. Emulating modules in
the distributed-control system is designed to achieve different
control functions. In [76], two converters with different control
bandwidths are connected in series to track the control references
under different frequency ranges. In [110], a voltage-controlled
converter and a current-controlled converter are connected in
parallel, and the voltage-controlled converter is responsible for
maintaining the output voltage of grid emulator, and the current-
controlled converter is designed to share the power load with the
voltage-controlled converter.

By considering the number of phases, the grid emulation with
centralized control can be further classified into single-phase
system and three-phase system. The configurations of terminal
conversion part are different in these cases. In single-phase
emulating system, the emulating modules are connected in series
or in parallel without additional passive connections, as shown
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Fig. 19. Multimodule systems based on single-phase modules. (a) Series-
connected system. (b) Parallel-connected system. (c) Three-phase system based
on three individual SPMs. PS: power supply, SPM: single-phase module.

Fig. 20. Multimodule systems based on three-phase modules. (a) Parallel-
connected system. (b) Series-connected system. PS: power supply, TPM: three-
phase module.

in Fig. 19(a) and (b), respectively. As a special case, a terminal
conversion of isolation transformer is introduced, as shown in
Fig. 19(c).

In the three-phase emulating system, the parallel-connected
emulating modules are connected without additional termi-
nal conversion parts, as shown in Fig. 20(a). Differently, the
series-connected emulating modules in three-phase system need
to be connected through additional terminal conversion parts,
which can be in the form of transformers or coupling inductors
[76], [91], as shown in Fig. 20(b). In [63], the inverter stage
consists of several H-bridges in parallel. Two series-connected
converters are adopted in [91], where one converter is designed
to generate the fundamental voltage and the other is designed
to generate the harmonics voltage. In this case, two converters
are series-connected through a transformer. A similar circuit

Fig. 21. Individual power supply (a) based on dc power, (b) based on ac power.
PS: power supply.

Fig. 22. Common power supply (a) based on dc power, (b) based on ac power.
PS: power supply.

is proposed in [76], where the difference lies in the terminal
connection components. Three coupling inductors are adopted
in this solution.

B. Power Supply

The optimal power supply solutions for various emulating
modules in the grid emulator can be an interesting research
topic. As shown in Fig. 21, each emulating converter or power
amplifier is powered by individual power source. There is no
zero-sequence current issue in this case, while the cost of such
system is relatively large, and the power flow in this configu-
ration is hard to be circulated, and the capacity of the power
sources needs to be at the similar level of the emulating system.

As shown in Fig. 22, a common power supply solution is
indicated, which can be a dc power source [117] or an ac power
source [118]. In this solution, the power supplies are connected
to dc power sources directly, or are connected to ac power
sources through rectifiers. Considering the number of ac/dc
power sources, the common power supply is much easier to
be achieved. More importantly, the power flow in the emulating
modules can be circulated to save the required capacity of the
sources, which only need to provide losses in the emulating
system. But there are zero-sequence circuit among different
power sources, thus, there may be undesired circulating current
flowing in power sources.

There are two approaches to eliminate the circulating cur-
rent, i.e., active approaches [119]–[121] and passive approaches
[117], [118]. The active approach is achieved through adding
an extra control loop [119] or using an enhanced modulation
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Fig. 23. Zero-sequence current suppression (a) based on common-mode in-
ductors, (b) based on transformers. PS: power supply.

method [120], [121]. The passive approaches are achieved
through hardware circuit design, and include mainly two ap-
proaches. As shown in Fig. 23(a), the first passive approach is
realized by placing a common-mode inductor at the front of each
power supply, and the common-mode inductor is designed to
eliminate the zero-sequence circulating current [117]. The sec-
ond passive approach is shown in Fig. 23(b), where a transformer
is placed between the ac power source and rectifiers [118]. The
primary side of transformer is connected to ac power source
and the secondary side is connected to rectifiers. To eliminate
the zero-sequence circulating current, the secondary sides of all
transformers adopt corner connection method [118]. The first
passive approach is hard to achieve because the common-mode
inductor is hard to design, compared with the second passive
approach. Nevertheless, because the transformers are only avail-
able in ac system, the second passive approach must be powered
by ac power sources.

VIII. CONCLUSION

With the increasing penetration of power electronics convert-
ers in the power grid, the grid characteristics are altered and
sometimes can be complicated. As a result, multiple spatial-
scales and timescales of grid emulation is becoming essential.
The advanced grid emulation needs to be able to reflect the
complex spatial-configuration of grid components with various
bandwidth or dynamics. Up until now, four concepts of grid
emulation have been reported. However, there are still some
technical uncertainties need to be solved.

First, the stability is an important issue in modern power grid,
and the existing emulation methods are not capable of emulating
the resonance behaviors precisely under different frequency
ranges. For example, the concept III is not able to emulate the

grid characteristics at high frequency band, and the concept II
shrinks the stability region because of the transmission delays
caused by the introduced RTS.

Second, the grid code is becoming more complex and requires
the grid-connected converters to cooperate with each other. The
existing emulation methods mainly focus on the manipulation
of the voltage behaviors and more aspects of the dynamics need
to be emulated and more CUTs are needed to be tested and
communicated simultaneously.

Third, the cost and efficiencies of grid emulator are important
issues. The existing concepts of grid emulation are uncapable
of emulating complex grid with low cost. The concept III and
concept IV are hard to emulate the grid with complex spatial
configuration, and the concept II is expensive to achieve at
higher power level. The emulation of grid with complex spatial
configuration at low cost is an emerging need for the testing of
grid-connected converters.

To emulate the grid precisely, the grid with different spatial
structure under different frequency ranges need to be clarified
and designed. The comparison among four concepts is shown
in Table I and a classification based on these two criteria is
proposed is shown in Fig. 4 with relevant literatures allocated.
The physical components with their controllers make the con-
cept I represent nearly same characteristics with the emulated
grid. Therefore, the concept I is usually used for dynamic
simulation in conventional power system and stability test for
grid-connected converters. The concept II has advantages to
emulate the grid with different spatial structures since the grid
is modeled in RTS. The connection among different converters
in concept III make the interaction between different CUTs is
easy to achieve in concept III. The flexibility of control method
in concept IV makes the grid characteristics under different
frequency ranges easy to be emulated. The circuit configurations
of converters or linear circuit used in three concepts and power
amplifier is hierarchically classified. The power supply is mainly
about the zero-sequence current and the approach to eliminate
or emulate zero sequence current.
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